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Category:Short stories adapted into filmsPower supply circuits for integrated circuits (ICs) have
generally been of an off-chip type (power supply located off-chip is typically an external power
supply), but have also been on-chip within the IC, particularly in cases where the IC is fabricated for
certain usage conditions. For example, an on-chip power supply may be desired for memory circuits,
or for low-power circuits in power-saving modes. A typical on-chip power supply circuit incorporates
a power switch transistor such as a MOSFET to provide switching for charging and discharging of
on-chip capacitive loads, and an inductor/transformer to provide power conditioning and regulation.
Such on-chip power supply circuits are usually fabricated as discrete circuit components and
mounted in the IC, which adds to the cost of the IC, and consumes valuable space (real estate) on
the IC. Furthermore, a disadvantage of such on-chip power supplies is that they do not incorporate a
feedback mechanism for detecting and regulating the power supply voltage. Therefore, if the power
supply is turned off for any reason, this can cause the voltage on the circuit's power bus to drop to a
threshold at which the device on the circuit can fail (or shut itself down). Generally, the voltage drop
on the power bus is caused when the current drawn by the circuit from the power supply is switched
to ground. This current is present as a result of the circuit's operation on the on-chip power supply
and can vary with factors such as the circuit's usage conditions, or the circuit's operating
temperature. Furthermore, because the power supply circuit may be fabricated off the IC chip, and
because the off-chip power supply may be inductively coupled to the on-chip power supply, the rate
of change of current can be transient, and is dependent on the IC's operating temperature. Thus, the
voltage drop on the power bus is dependent on the current drawn by the circuit from the power
supply, and can be unpredictable and vary with temperature and other IC's usage conditions. In a
conventional integrated circuit such as a static random access memory (SRAM), the supply voltage is
typically provided by an on-chip
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